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Amazon Studios and Paramount Pictures developed the Jack Reacher series into an action-adventure blockbuster to be released in late 2017. The story
follows FBI special agent Lee Childs’s Jack Reacher, who is an incredibly successful author of military fiction. His new assignment is to find a missing
girl. After being unjustly imprisoned, Reacher leaves the law enforcement to pursue a missing girl. He roams the country, killing people, and lives off
the grid. What happened to the girl? While on the trail of answers, Reacher learns that his quest is deeply personal. Amazon Studios (AS) has optioned
the Jack Reacher character and a connected universe to be developed into a multiplatform global product for all media platforms, including for
television. The Jack Reacher films will join the Jack Ryan and Hunt for Red October series at Paramount (T/E), along with a broad slate of other
Paramount TV and film titles. There is no plan for a TV series at this time, but Paramount Pictures is expanding the Jack Ryan series into a TV show. To
develop Jack Reacher, AS reached out to Lee Child, the bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels. Child has written more than 40 action-adventure
thrillers in the Jack Reacher series, including Never Go Back, a New York Times bestseller. Jack Reacher is a very hard man to kill. He likes his own
way. He is a lone wolf. Of course he has enemies, but he is determined to find the girl and he is not going to let anyone or anything get in his way. Lee
Childs Jack Reacher series is a global phenomenon with one of entertainments most well-known heroes, and a perfect fit for Amazon Studios slate of
bold, character-driven series, said Jennifer Salke, Head of Amazon Studios. We look forward to expanding the of the Jack Reacher universe and
bringing more thrilling action to our Amazon Prime Video audience.
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